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Project Background and Description
Kilkenny County Council, in partnership with Tipperary
County Council, Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII) and
the Department of Transport (DoT) are developing the
N24 Waterford to Cahir Project. The project is included
in the National Development Plan 2021-2030.

The section of the N24 being considered by this project
is approximately 60km in length. It extends from the M8
Junction 10 Cahir North Roundabout, north of Cahir in
Co. Tipperary to the southern terminal of the M9 Dublin
to Waterford motorway at the Quarry Roundabout, north
of Waterford City in Co. Kilkenny.

The N24 national primary road is a strategic corridor linking
the cities of Limerick and Waterford, traversing through the
counties of Limerick, Tipperary and Kilkenny, with a total
length of approximately 116km. The route also forms part
of the strategic link between Shannon Foynes Port (via the
M7, N18 and N69) and the Port of Waterford (via the N9,
N25 and N29) and Rosslare Europort (via the N9 and N25).
The N24 is recognised as being of importance in enhancing
regional connectivity and increasing accessibility to key
towns it serves, including Tipperary Town, Cahir, Clonmel,
Carrick-on-Suir, Mooncoin and other rural hinterland.

National Road projects are progressed through Phases
0 to 7 in line with TII’s Project Management Guidelines.
The need for intervention was identified in Phase 1
(Concept and Feasibility) and project specific objectives
were established. The project is now at Phase 2 (Options
Selection) where potential transport solutions to address the
issues identified have been developed and are presented
as part of this consultation. These solutions will be subject
to a comparative assessment of their potential impacts,
and their relative success in achieving the project objectives
to determine the preferred solution for the project.
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Safety
There have been 372 recorded injury collisions resulting
in 33 fatalities and 72 serious injuries in the period
1996 – 2016 along the section of the N24 under
consideration. Despite a trend over the last decade of
reducing number of road fatalities and serious injuries,
the overall number of injury collisions on this section of
the N24 has not reduced.

Inconsistencies
The section of the existing N24 under consideration
includes approximately 48km of single carriageway on
which there are inadequacies and inconsistencies in
the quality and standard of geometry.

Overtaking
Overtaking opportunities are limited and irregularly
spaced along the section of N24 under consideration.

Accesses
There are 681 direct accesses onto the national
primary road and 86 junctions on the section of N24
under consideration.

Existing Walking and Cycling Facilities
Existing facilities for non-motorised users within the
towns along the N24 are limited to the provision
of footpaths and mainly on-road cycle lanes with
limited sections of segregated cycle track. There are
no segregated facilities for cyclists outside of the
urban areas with the exception of a short section of
segregated cycle track at the Tower Road Junction on
the Piltown Fiddown Bypass.

Public Transport
Journey times by bus between Limerick and Waterford
can be in excess of 30 minutes longer than by car.
Journey times by rail between Limerick and Waterford
range from 2 hours and 40 minutes to 4hrs and 30
minutes and require a minimum of one interchange
at Limerick Junction. Only two daily services actually
service the towns of Cahir, Clonmel and Carrick-onSuir with others via Dublin or Kildare. Travel by car
between the two cities is therefore currently more
attractive in terms of journey time savings.

Average Speed
There is a notable large variation in average speeds
and journey times at different locations along the
section of the N24 under consideration and significant
differences between peak and interpeak periods.
Outside of the built up areas, the average journey
speeds vary between 62 - 76km/h for weekday AM
and PM peak periods. These journey speeds are
significantly less than the National Planning Framework
target of 90km/h for inter-urban roads.

Traffic Volumes
The traffic volumes vary significantly along the N24
within the study area. There are sections of single
carriageway that do not have sufficient capacity to
cater for the volume of traffic. This is particularly true
along the Clonmel Inner Relief Road.

HCV’s
Heavy Commercial Vehicles represent 6% to 11%
of the total traffic volume on any given day which is
particularly relevant given that the N24 passes through
several urban areas mixing with other modes such as
public transport and vulnerable road users.
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Project Objectives
E1 - To provide a reliable transport system
over the N24 corridor under consideration
and to contribute to efficient connectivity
between Limerick and Waterford encouraging
local, regional and national development.

Economy

E2 - To provide opportunities for positive
economic growth to the N24 corridor and
reduce the cost of travel for all transport
modes.
E3 - To provide a solution that offers good
value for money.

S1 - To reduce the potential frequency and
severity of collisions and casualties within the
N24 Project across all road users supporting
the strategy of the Road Safety Authority
through the provision of a safer travelling
environment.
S2 - To reduce the potential for conflict with
vulnerable road users within the Project.

Safety

S3 - Ensure that the existing road network
serving communities along the N24 corridor
is integrated safely into the proposed Project.
ENV 1 - To provide opportunities to enhance
the local amenity and heritage value of
the area and minimise impact on National
Monuments.
ENV 2 - The Project will seek to avoid/
minimise impacts on designated Natura 2000
sites.

Environment

ENV 3 - To ensure consideration of
sustainable development principles and
measures to minimise effects on the
environment to support the government’s
policy on climate action.
ENV 4 - The proposed Project will seek to
reduce noise and air impacts on sensitive
receptors.
ENV 5 - To minimise the impact to local
watercourses, ground water and associated
flood plains.
ENV 6 - Seek to preserve existing
connectivity in local rural communities along
the N24 corridor.

A1 - To increase social inclusion by
enhancing accessibility to key facilities, such
as employment, education, transport and
healthcare from designated rural zones within
the N24 corridor for all modes of transport.
A2 - To facilitate the enhancement of
sustainable travel and improved connectivity
to public transport opportunities.
A3 - To improve the connectivity between
Limerick and Waterford and specifically within
the N24 Project.

Accessibility
and Social
Inclusion

A4 - To provide opportunities for placemaking along the N24 corridor.
I1 - To support integration of all transport
modes within the wider region, integrating
with adjacent national road corridors, with
regional public transport facilities, and
improving access to the main ports and
airports.

Integration

I2 - To support adopted land use objectives.
I3 - To support the integration objectives
set out in European, National, Regional and
Local Planning policy.

PA 1 - To enable walking and cycling
opportunities in a safer environment in the
communities along the N24 corridor.
PA 2 - To contribute to the creation of a
healthier environment conducive to active
travel.

Physical
Activity
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Work Completed to Date
• Identified the “Problem”
(i.e. Need for the Project)

Phase 1 Concept
and Feasibility

• Established the Project
Objectives

Completed April
2021

• Defined a suitable project
Study Area

Phase 2 - Options Selection

April 2021 – Present
The initial step in the Options
Selection process is to undertake
a detailed constraints study.
A comprehensive constraints study
commenced in April 2021. This
study, which was undertaken by
Arup and their team of both in-house
and external competent experts,
considered climate, population
and human health, archaeology,
architectural and cultural heritage,
material assets agriculture,
landscape and visual, hydrology,
hydrogeology, soils and geology,
biodiversity, material assets nonagriculture, planning policy, noise
and air.

Constraints
Study

Public Consultation No. 1 was
undertaken to inform the constraints
study.

The constraints were documented
and mapped and were used to
inform the development of possible
solutions for the Project.

A total of 213 submissions were
received from 194 stakeholders
around the following themes:
1. Consideration of routes from
previous studies along the N24
2. Government’s current policy and
targets on climate change

Public
Consultation No. 1
Constraints

4 May 2021 to
1 June 2021

3. Existing safety, pollution
and congestion issues and
opportunities for enhancing the
existing N24
4. The potential impact of Covid-19
on travel patterns
5. Rail and other public transport
alternatives as an alternative
solution to road options
6. Active Travel facility
enhancements within urban areas
as well as longer inter-urban
leisure routes such as the Blueway
7. The N24 supports a diverse range
of economic, agricultural and
manufacturing activities
8. The risk of flooding along the
River Suir and its tributaries
9. Severance of communities and
assets
10. Identification of new constraints.

Long List of
Potential Options
developed
including those
from previous
studies

Potential
Alternatives
Developed

Sifting Process
Environmental Site Surveys
Traffic Surveys

Active Travel

Road Based Options

Identification
of Feasible
Alternatives and
Options

Public Transport

Demand Management

Public
Consultation No. 2

03 May to 06 May
(in-person events)
Submissions until 20
May

Project is
here
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Potential Transport Solutions
Alternatives and Options
The potential transport solutions to address the issues identified include alternative transport
solutions such as bus, rail and active travel modes, referred to as “Alternatives”, and different road
based options, referred to as “Options”.

Development of Solutions
The potential transport solutions i.e. Alternatives and Options have been developed in line with
the hierarchy of mode which seeks to prioritise Active Travel modes such as walking and cycling,
followed by public transport over the use of private vehicles.The potential solutions have also been
developed incrementally in line with the hierarchy of intervention which seeks to make the best
use of the existing asset through maintenance, optimisation, improvement and finally through the
construction of new infrastructure.

Modal and Intervention hierarchy as per the Department of Transport National Investment Framework for Transport in Ireland (NIFTI)

Alternatives

Options

“Alternatives” refers to a specific transport mode
or demand management proposal which could
address the need for an intervention.

“Options” refer to the specific road based options
that may be developed.

Active Travel

Do-Nothing Option

Active Travel means walking or cycling
as part of a purposeful journey. Walking
as part of a commute to work, cycling
to the shop, or scooting to school are
all considered Active Travel.

This option assumes that there will be
no further investment in the transport
network other than regular maintenance
during the appraisal period. However,
TII has already committed to the
implementation of a number of schemes
(committed schemes) on this section of
the N24. Consequently, the Do-Nothing
scenario is not considered.
Do-Minimum Option
This option involves maintaining the
existing infrastructure and
constructing schemes that have
already been committed, such as the
N24 Tower Road Junction scheme.
Do-Something: Options
Do-Something: Management Option

Public Transport

Seeks to utilise the existing road
asset where feasible through on-line
improvements, minor realignments,
traffic management measures or
Intelligent Transport Systems
Do-Something: Road Based Options

Demand Management
Demand Management can include
measures such as fiscal control measures,
limiting parking facilities in urban areas,
providing priority to pedestrians and
Intelligent Transport Systems.

Involves the construction of new road
infrastructure either fully off-line or
significant on-line upgrades.
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Proposed Alternatives

Active Travel and Public Transport
Analysis of traffic patterns in the study area has revealed a considerable number of
short local trips are taking place by car within the main towns, contributing to existing
congestion on the N24.
Improvements to the walking and cycling infrastructure within Cahir, Clonmel and Carrickon-Suir, in addition to enhancements to local bus services, would support an increase
in sustainable trip making, leading to a reduction in traffic levels and congestion in and
around these towns.
Improvements to the provision of longer distance rail and bus services between Limerick
and Waterford have the potential to complement other transport modes along the N24
corridor.
As part of the project appraisal process, Active Travel and Public Transport Alternatives
will be assessed as potential solutions rather than building new road infrastructure.
These measures could also form part of a wider multi-modal transport solution for the
towns and villages along this section of the N24. Should the appraisal demonstrate
significant benefits in terms of solving the transport and road safety issues identified
in Phase 1, the feasibility of their provision will be assessed in more detail, including
consultation with relevant stakeholders such as the NTA, Irish Rail, TII and relevant local
authorities.
The following measures shall be considered in the appraisal of Alternatives.

Cycling &
Walking

• Provision of a
comprehensive cycling
network within the
towns of Cahir, Clonmel
and Carrick-on-Suir
• Improved facilities
for cyclists (e.g.
cycle parking, e-bike
charging, etc.)
• Improvements to
pedestrian facilities
(e.g. improved
crossings, segregation
and footpath provision)
• Provision of an
additional river crossing
within Carrick-on-Suir
for pedestrians and
cyclists only

Public
Transport

• Improved frequency of inter-urban
bus service serving key towns
• Improved frequency of local bus
services connecting settlements
north of Clonmel to the town of
Clonmel during peak periods
• Improved rail services between
Waterford and Limerick without a
need to change trains, stopping
at all stations along the Limerick
to Waterford Line, including Cahir,
Clonmel and Carrick-on-Suir which
fall within the project study area
• Frequencies of one train per hour
during peak periods
• Departure and arrival times linked to
typical working patterns
• Average Speeds of 75mph (120 kph)
• End to End Journey Times of 1 hour
30 mins

Demand
Management

• Parking
rationalisation
within the towns
along the route
• Upgrade of existing
and installation
of new traffic
signals along the
N24 with priority
given to vulnerable
road users, such
as cyclists and
pedestrians, and
strategic trips in
order to remove
more local trips
from the N24
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Pink Option
Corridor

The Pink Option Corridor goes off-line at Knockagh Roundabout and runs south of the existing N24 as far as Barne
to the west of Clonmel. It then crosses the existing N24 at node F to run north of Clonmel near Rathronan before
crossing the River Anner just north of the Limerick to Waterford railway line. It joins the Cyan Option Corridor at
node Q east of Kilsheelan before passing north of Carrick-on-Suir town, crossing the River Lingaun and tying back
into the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass at the Tower Road Junction at node AA. From here it reuses the
existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass as far as node AB, after which it follows the line of the Cyan Option Corridor
to the north of the existing N24 as far as the Quarry Roundabout at node AH.

The Cyan Option Corridor goes off-line at Knockagh Roundabout and runs to the north of the existing N24
through Husseystown, before returning close to the existing N24 and running broadly parallel to the existing N24
to a point where it crosses the R687 at node E. The option corridor runs north around Clonmel, crossing the River
Anner to the northeast of Clonmel before meeting the N76 at node P. From node P it continues off-line between
the existing N24 and Kilsheelan Limestone Quarry before passing north of Carrick-on-Suir and crosses the River
Lingaun after which it ties into the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass at the Tower Road Junction at node AA.
From here it reuses the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass as far as node AB, after which the option corridor
runs north of the existing N24 bypassing Mooncoin and south of the Kilmacow Roadstone quarry, before tying in
to the Quarry Roundabout at node AH.

Yellow Option
Corridor

This option corridor seeks to utilise the existing road asset where feasible through on-line improvements, minor
realignments, traffic management measures or Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS). It is designed to achieve the best
outcome using the existing infrastructure with minor improvements in combination with committed schemes.

Cyan Option
Corridor

Management
Option

Option Corridors

The Yellow Option Corridor goes off-line at Knockagh Roundabout and runs south of the existing N24, before
crossing to the north side of the N24 near Belleville and then running parallel to the existing N24 as far as the R687
at node E. The option corridor runs north of Clonmel, crossing the River Anner just north of the Limerick to Waterford
railway line and meeting the N76 at node P. From node P it passes north of Carrick-on-Suir, crossing the River
Lingaun, after which it ties into the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass at the Tower Road Junction at node AA.
From here it reuses the existing N24 Piltown Fiddown Bypass as far as node AB, after which the option corridor runs
north of the existing N24, bypassing Mooncoin and Aglish, before traversing north of the Kilmacow Roadstone quarry
and tying in at the Quarry Roundabout (node AH).

Road Links within Clonmel Urban Area
Four road links have been identified as part of a traffic management plan for Clonmel. These will be assessed, either in
isolation or in combination with other solutions in terms of their ability to reduce traffic volumes on the existing N24. They are
aimed at providing connections for local trips to relieve existing congestion identified on the Clonmel Inner Relief Road. All
corridors are 150m wide.
Road Link 1
Road Link 1 connects Longfield Avenue to the R689 roundabout south of Glencarra,
providing a link between the R688 and R689.
Road Link 2
Road Link 2 connects the R689 roundabout south of Glencarra to the N24/ Carrigeen
Roundabout in Clonmel, providing a link around the Carrigeen Business park.
Road Link 3
Road Link 3 connects the R688 Mile Tree roundabout to a new junction with the R689,
north of Glencarra to provide a link between the R688 and R689.
Road Link 4
Road Link 4 connects a new junction on the R689, north of Glencarra to a new junction on the L2506 between the Bulmers
factory and Medite site, east of Clonmel, approximately 720m north of the N24.
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On-line Management Option
The On-line Management Option seeks to maximise the use of the existing infrastructure. It would entail online construction works to widen the existing road, improve the horizontal and vertical alignment in parts and
rationalise existing junctions. Typical cross-sections of the existing and potential scenarios are presented here
for illustrative purposes only.

The route of the existing N24 is
characterised by linear housing
and business development
patterns built in close proximity
to the road.

Many properties have individual
direct access to the road which
impacts road safety.

Noise and air pollution are
ongoing issues for communities
along this route as well as
pedestrian and cyclist safety.

Potential Impacts Arising From Implementation of Management
Option
1. Local widening of the existing N24
Existing

Potential

demolition

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

Upgrading the existing N24 to
achieve the required standards
in terms of safety and geometry
could have major impacts on
existing properties along this
route and in some cases would
require their demolition.

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

Existing direct accesses for
housing and businesses along
the route could be rationalised
and combined to reduce the
number of conflict points and
improve safety.

Noise, air pollution, pedestrian
safety and cycling safety could
still be an issue as the existing
spatial restrictions, combined
with the necessary landtake,
limits the ability for mitigation
measures.

2. Local realignment
Existing

Potential
demolition

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

3. Provision of Off-line Realignment
Existing

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

Provision of a new road in parts
with the existing N24 retained
for local access to achieve the
required standards in terms
of safety and geometry could
have major impacts on existing
properties along this route and
in some cases would require
their demolition.

Potential

Note: Schematic is for illustrative purposes only.

Existing direct accesses along
the existing route would be
retained for most but new road
could sever some communities
and result in negaitve visual
impacts.

Noise and air pollution could
reduce or increase for existing
communities depending
on whether the off-line
realignments result in the N24
and the associated traffic being
located further away or closer to
these communities.
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Discounted Options
Following the constraints study and Public Consultation
No. 1 – Constraints, an initial long list of potential road
options was developed. This included options considered
as part of previous studies which were reviewed for
compliance with current standards, and additional new
options developed within the study area where feasible
taking cognisance of the key constraints identified. An
initial assessment was carried out to ensure a wide range
of connected and significantly different options existed
across the study area. These options were rationalised
where such options were not significantly different from
each other to create the long list of options to be subject
to a preliminary analysis referred to as ‘Option Sifting’.

The process of option sifting involved assessing the long
list of possible road options initially considered in terms
of their ability to achieve the project objectives. Options
that were deemed not capable of achieving the project
objectives at this stage were discounted and are shown in
grey in the figures below. The remaining potential options are
those presented at this consultation i.e. the Management,
Cyan, Yellow and Pink Option Corridors. These options,
and the associated switches presented on Board 6, will
now be subject to further detailed assessment.
.

Long List of Options

Options Sifting
The criteria under which Options
were assessed as part of the
‘discounting’ process are
summarised below

Distance travelled/
Journey times

Existing N24
Existing Railway
Existing M8
Discounted Options

Length of new
construction

Study Area Boundary
Section Split

Level of existing asset
re-use

Level of modelled traffic
attracted from existing
N24 to new infrastructure

Existing N24
Existing Railway
Discounted Options
Study Area Boundary
Section Split

Ability to create
opportunities for more
sustainable modes on the
existing N24

Ability to create
opportunities for place
making on the existing
N24
Existing N24
Existing Railway
Discounted Options
Study Area Boundary
Section Split

Potential impacts on key
constraints identified

Opportunities to connect
to and connection lengths
to urban centres

Opportunities to connect
to and connection lengths
to other public transport
modes

Potential impact on
clusters of residential
properties

Option Corridors
following similar corridors
rationalised into one
Option Corridor

Existing N24
Existing Railway
Discounted Options
Study Area Boundary
Section Split
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Timeline
The current commission is to progress the project to the completion of TII Project Management
Guidelines Phase 4 Statutory Processes. Phase 5, Enabling and Procurement and Phase 6,
Construction and Implementation are not included in the current commission.
2020
In Phase 1 we
identified the
problems and
established the need
for the project and
the associated project
objectives.

Aug
2020

Phase 1

Feasibility Study

Concept and
Feasibility

2021
Apr
2021

Phase 2

Constraints Study

Option
Selection

May
2021

Public Consultation No. 1

Consideration
of Alternatives
and Options

NonFeasible

Feasible

DoMinimum*
Do-Nothing
Option

Discounted
Options

*This Option
includes
committed
schemes and
no further
intervention.

Key constraints to the
project development
have been indentified.
Taking cognisance
of these constraints
feasible Alternatives
and Options have been
developed and have
been taken forward to
the Phase 2 Stage 1
Assessment process.

Alternatives

Public
Tranport

Management
Option**

**This option
seeks to
maximize
the use of
the existing
infrastructure.

Active
Travel
Demand
Management
Measures

The first stage
includes analysis
of Alternatives
and Options under
the 3 headings
of Engineering,
Economy and
Environment

Public Consultation No. 2

Stage 2 Assessment Project
Appraisal Matrix

The final stage
of the process
is the selection
of the Preferred
Alternatives and/
or Options. The
Preferred solution
will be put on Public
Display

2022

Stage 1 Project Appraisal
of Feasible Alternatives and
Options

Refine Alternatives and/or
Options

In Phase 3 we will
develop the design
of the preferred
solution to a sufficient
level of detail to
establish land
take requirements
and undertake
environmental
evaluation so as to
identify and mitigate
impacts.

Option
Corridors

Stage 3 Selection of Preferred
Alternatives and/or Options

Project is
here

Then, the best Alternatives
and/or Options arising from
the Stage 1 Assesment and
any further Alternatives and/
or Options developed as a
result of further development
or feedback from the public
consultation, progress into
the more detailed appraisal
under the 6 multi-criteria
headings of Economy,
Safety, Accessibility &
Social Inclusion, Integration,
Environment, Physical
Activity

May
2022

2023

Public Display No. 3

Q2
2023

TII Approval Point

Q3
2023

Phase 3
Design &
Environmental
Evaluation

Design

Environmental
Evaluation
Q4
2023

Public Display No. 4

2025
Approval Point

Phase 4

This will either be a function
of the Government or TII
dependent on the projected
project capital cost

Q1
2025

Application to An Bord Pleanála

Statutory
Processes
During Phase 4 we
will advance the
project through the
Statutory Processes
to ensure that the
project is developed
in accordance
with planning,
environmental
and other relevant
legislation.

Oral Hearing

An Bord Pleanála Decision

Approval Point

Phases 5 & 6 will be
subject to approval
by An Bord Pleanála
and subsequent
Government/
Transport
Infrastructure Ireland
(TII) approval for the
project to proceed.

Q4
2025

Phase 5

Enabling & Procurement

Phase 6

Construction & Implementation

This will either be a function
of the Government or TII
dependent on the projected
project capital cost
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Possible Components of the Transport Solution

What is the
Transport
Solution?

Active Travel
& Demand
Management
Component

Public
Transport
Component

Road
Component

Preferred
Transport
Solution

Tell us your views
Do you think you would
be affected by a transport
solution along the N24
Waterford to Cahir Corridor?

On-line meetings with a
member of the project team
can be booked using the online booking facility at www.
n24waterford2cahir.ie or by
calling 056 7794380.

Your Opinion counts –
Tell us what you think by
completing the feedback
form.

What Happens Next
The feedback and submissions received from the consultation will be considered by the
Project Team and may inform updates to the solutions presented. These solutions will
then advance to the next stage of the Options Selection process which involves a more
detailed appraisal of the Alternatives and Options with a view to identifying the preferred
transport solution for the Project.

